Abstract. A pathwise construction of discontinuous Brownian motions on metric graphs is given for every possible set of non-local Feller-Wentzell boundary conditions. This construction is achieved by locally decomposing the metric graphs into star graphs, establishing local solutions on these partial graphs, pasting the solutions together, introducing non-local jumps, and verifying the generator of the resulting process.
Introduction
This article is the final part in a series of works in which we achieve a classification and pathwise construction of Brownian motions on metric graphs. In [6], we defined Brownian motions on metric graphs in accordance with previous works of Itô and McKean [1] and Kostrykin, Potthoff and Schrader [3] , that is, as right continuous, strong Markov processes which behave on every edge of the graph like the standard one-dimensional Brownian motion. There, we showed that the generator A = Then there exists a Brownian motion X on G which is continuous inside all edges, such that its generator satisfies
Construction Approach
The construction proceeds as follows: We will begin with Brownian motions on star graphs which implement the corresponding "local" boundary conditions (including "small jumps") at their respective vertices. When the process is started on one of these star graphs and approaches (or jumps to) the vicinity of another vertex, it is killed and revived on the relevant subgraph with the help of concatenation techniques. That way, we obtain a Brownian motion on a general metric graph by successive pastings of partial Brownian motions on star graphs. The accurate construction approach will be laid out in the following.
Technically, we will not start with star graphs, but with the complete metric graph which we then decompose into subgraphs. This approach is necessary, as the subgraphs (that is, at some level, star graphs) must be chosen appropriately in order to construct the correct complete graph at the end, and the topology of the full graph is required for the pathwise construction and the specification of the Feller-Wentzell data.
Let G = (V, I, E, ∂, ρ) be a metric graph having at least two vertices. We will break G up by decomposing the set of vertices into V = V −1 ⊎ V +1 and defining two "subgraphs" G j , j ∈ {−1, +1}, which possess the respective vertices V j as well as all of the original edges (with their combinatorial structure) not incident with the other vertices V −j . As internal edges i which are incident with vertices of both subgraphs are lost, we need to replace them by new external "shadow" edges e and G +1 with the desired boundary behavior at their vertices. In order to paste the two processes-and thus the two graphs-together, we need to cut out the excrescent parts of the external "shadow" edges by removing them from the subgraphs 1 As in the previous works, we will assume any metric graph discussed here to have no loops (see [6, Section A.2, Remark 3.1]). Furthermore, we restrict our attention to metric graphs with finite sets of edges and vertices. A short introduction to metric graphs can be found in [6, Appendix A]. on the respective subgraphs. By performing the transformations explained in section 2, subsets of these "subgraphs" are mapped to the subsets G −1 , G +1 of the graph G.
and killing the partial Brownian motions whenever they hit the removed locations. The remaining parts of these external edges need to be reorientated where necessary (as vertices are always initial points of external edges) and then are mapped to the original internal edges in order to get proper subgraphs G −1 and G +1 of the original graph G, see the lower graph of figure 1.
The resulting Brownian motions on G −1 and G +1 can now be pasted together with the help of the alternating copies technique established in [8, Section 3] , namely by reviving the subprocesses at the other subgraph whenever they leave the remaining part of one of their shadow vertices (and thus are killed).
This construction approach will cause two main technical difficulties, which will prescribe the order of applied transformations: Firstly, the "global" jumps, that is jumps to other vertices or subgraphs, can only be implemented once the gluing is complete, as their jump destinations do not exist for the original Brownian motions on the subgraphs. They will be implemented by an instant return process with an appropriate revival measure. Moreover, the implementation of the killing portions (p v 1 , v ∈ V) via jumps to the cemetery must be postponed until the gluing procedure and the introduction of the global jumps is complete. The reason is that, as just mentioned, both procedures will apply the technique of identical/alternating copies, which is based on reviving the process and would therefore cancel any killing effect beforehand.
The above-mentioned restrictions and interactions of these techniques lead to some rather unwieldy "workarounds" in the upcoming complete construction. We are giving an overview of the construction steps now, the mathematical justifications will follow in sections 3-6.
Assume that we are given a metric graph G = (V, I, E, ∂, ρ) and boundary weights
which satisfy the conditions of Feller's theorem [6, Theorem 1.1].
As we cannot introduce the distant jumps yet, we choose for each v ∈ V a distance δ v > 0 such that δ v is smaller than the lengths of all edges emanating from v, and define the restricted jump measure
on the ball B δ v (v) around v with radius δ v , and the "extended" killing parameter
We are going to construct the complete Brownian motion with the just given boundary weights iteratively. That is, we decompose the metric graph into two subgraphs G −1 and G +1 as explained above, and assume that there exist two Brownian motions X −1 , X +1 thereon which implement the boundary conditions
where we set the reflection parameters for the adjoined edges to p
2 . As the gluing procedure only works for processes with no additional killing effects at the vertices, we further adjoin for every vertex v ∈ V an absorbing "fake" cemetery point v to the respective subgraph G j , and assimilate the killing parameter into the jump measure by reviving the subprocesses at v whenever they die at v, see figure 2a. Then the new processes possess the boundary conditions
Next, we glue both processes together and obtain a process on the complete graph G, as illustrated in figure 2b , with boundary conditions
In order to introduce the global jumps, we split the jump to v , with original weight q To this end, we need to kill the process again: By mapping the absorbing points { v , v ∈ V} to the "real" cemetery ∆, see figure 2c , we obtain a newly killed process with boundary conditions
We adjoin another absorbing "fake" cemetery point and construct the next process as instant revival process with revival distribution p
This process now implements jumps relative to the measure p 
Finally, we transform the jumps to into killing by mapping to ∆, and obtain the complete boundary condition
As seen above, we need to perform many process transformations in the complete construction, while keeping track of the resulting boundary conditions. In order to keep our results comprehensible, we first analyze the two main components-killing on an absorbing set and introduction of jumps via the instant revival processtogether with their effects on the generator separately in the next two sections.
Killing a Brownian Motion on an Absorbing Set
In this section, we examine how killing a Brownian motion on an absorbing set F affects the boundary conditions of its generator. It will turn out that the jump portion which originally led to F is just transformed into the killing portion, as any jump to F is now immediately triggering the killing.
We implement the killing transformation by mapping the absorbing set F to ∆, that is, we consider the process ψ(X) for the map
It has been shown in Appendix A that the transformed process ψ(X) is a right process if X is a right process and F is an isolated and absorbing set for X.
We are able to obtain the following set of necessary boundary conditions by directly computing the generator of the transformed process:
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a Brownian motion on G with generator
Proof. We are using the notations of [6, Theorem 1.2], and indicate the corresponding process in the superscript of the variables. Fix v ∈ V\F . The processes' exit behaviors totally coincide, except if X exits from a small neighborhood of v by jumping into F (then Y jumps to ∆). Thus,
holds for all sufficiently small ε > 0, and the exit distributions read
Therefore, we have ν
.
It follows that
As F is isolated, we get µ Y,v = µ X,v · ∩ G\{v}\F , and conclude that
as well as c
, and c
Remark 3.3. We will apply Lemma 3.2 in the following context: Let X be a Brownian motion on G and F be an isolated and absorbing set for X, such that for its first entry time H F := inf{t ≥ 0 : X t ∈ F } and H X as given in [6, Definition 2.1],
holds true for all g ∈ ∁F .
It then follows from Theorem A.1 that the killed process Y = ψ(X) is a right process, and therefore strongly Markovian. If G\F is a metric graph, then, as H Y = H X and Y t = X t for all t ≤ H X < H F , the properties of [6, Theorem 2.5] follow for Y from the respective ones of X. Thus, Y is a Brownian motion on G\F , and Lemma 3.2 can be applied in order to deduce the Feller-Wentzell data of Y .
In particular, the condition above is satisfied if F can only be reached from ∁F via jumps from vertices, which, as F is isolated and thus has positive distance from any vertex v ∈ V\F , cannot happen immediately due to the normality of the process.
Introduction of Non-Local Jumps
We will introduce the "global" jumps, namely jumps to other subgraphs, with the help of the technique of instant revivals as established in [8, Theorem 1.7] . In order to prepare this approach, we examine the effect of this method on the Feller-Wentzell data. Similar results were already attained in the examinations concerning Brownian motions on star graphs (see [6, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3] ). The next lemma shows that, as expected, the killing weight will be transformed to an additional jump portion with distribution given by the revival kernel. It also clarifies that this technique can only be used for the implementation of finite jump measures.
X , and exit times τ
> 0, consider the instant revival process Y , constructed from X with the revival kernel
for some probability measure κ v on G, and k(g, · ) = ε g for all g / ∈ V. Suppose that for every v ∈ V there exists δ > 0 such that
Proof. By [8, Theorem 1.7] , Y is a right process and thus strongly Markovian.
We are going to examine the components evolving in the generator of the process Y and compare them to the respective ones of X. The components in Feller's theorem [6, Theorem 1.2] for the process X at the vertex v will be named c
. The proof will be based on the following two main principles:
• Due to assumption (i), the processes Y and X are equivalent in a neighborhood of v, more precisely: There exists δ > 0 (e.g. being the minimum of δ in assumption (i) and the minimal length of all edges incident with v) such that
In particular, we have for all ε < δ, A ∈ B(G):
• Due to assumption (ii), the process X only has jumps from v into B δ (v) or to ∆, that is,
Therefore, Y only can jump into ∁B δ (v) if the underlying process X is killed and revived again, which yields
and the jump distribution is given by the reviving kernel
Furthermore, the revived process Y is not able to die at all, yielding
Let f ∈ D(A Y ) and fix v ∈ V. The vertex v cannot be a trap for Y , as otherwise v would either be a trap for X, which is impossible by c v,∆ 1 > 0, or Y would be revived at v when X dies there, which contradicts assumption (i). Thus, Dynkin's formula yields
We are going to reiterate the steps in the proof of Feller's theorem [6, Theorem 1.2] for the process Y , but we will be using the normalization factor K 
for Y and X, assumption (i) asserts that for all sufficiently small ε > 0,
we get
Thus, by following the proof of Feller's theorem (see [6, Section 3]), we get
However, it is P 
, and
. Therefore, we have
and knowing that
converge along the same sequence (ε n , n ∈ N) given by Feller's theorem [6, Theorem 1.2] for X, we conclude that
In case every point in the support of κ v has distance +∞ from v, equation ( does not represent the effect of "killing" in the sense of proper jumps to the cemetery point ∆. It is rather caused by an explosion of the process, triggered by ever-growing jumps when the process approaches a vertex point, and this effect is not transformed by the revival technique.
In the Brownian context, we do not expect any effects which would contribute to c 
Gluing the Graphs Together
We are going to discuss the main construction method, namely the pasting of the subgraphs and their Brownian motions thereon. As already disclosed in section 2, this technique will compromise several steps:
, ∂, ρ be a metric graph. We partition G into two graphs by choosing two disjoint, non-empty sets V −1 and V +1 with V = V −1 ⊎ V +1 , and decompose the set of edges into
, with E j := {e ∈ E : ∂(e) ∈ V j },
As most of the following construction will be performed for both partial graphs in parallel, we will always assume that j ∈ {−1, +1} when nothing else is said.
We define the metric graphs G −1 , G +1 by
equipped with additional external "shadow" edges 
For later use, we also define the "shadow length" of an external "shadow" edge by
s . The excrescent parts of the shadow edges, which will be removed in the following development before gluing both subgraphs together, are named 
Introducing the Brownian Motion
2 . We construct this process X explicitly via alternating copies of transformed processes X −1 , X +1 of X −1 , X +1 . Before that, we need to kill the original processes X −1 and X +1 on the excrescent shadow edges and reorientate the remaining parts in order to comply with the direction of the original internal edges of G.
Defining X
j by Killing X j on G j s . Consider the first entry time into G j s of the prototype Brownian motion X j on G j ,
We define X j to be the process obtained by killing X j at the terminal time τ j ,
on the topological subspace G j of G j given by
Lemma 5.2. X j is a right process on G j with lifetime τ j .
Proof. X j is a right process with infinite lifetime. By employing [4, Corollary 12 .24], it suffices to observe that τ j is the debut of the closed, thus nearly optional set G j s , and the regular set of the killing time τ j reads
as X j is a right continuous, normal process and G j s is closed.
We would like to point out that the just introduced processes X j are not Brownian motions on a metric graph in the sense of [6, Definitions 2.1, A.1, A.2] anymore, as G j is not a metric graph. Thus, we will not be able to apply any results on Brownian motions for X j in the upcoming development.
5.4.
Letting X j be the Mapping of X j to the Subspace G j ⊆ G. We need to fit the subspaces G j of G j to the corresponding subspaces of G. To this end, we introduce the topological subspaces
and consider the mapping ψ j :
Clearly, ψ j is a bijective mapping, with its inverse (
Furthermore, ψ j is a continuous mapping, as it is continuous inside every edge and its preimages of balls with sufficiently small radius around vertices v ∈ V j coincide with the corresponding balls of G j .
X j is a right process on G j , ψ j is a bijective and measurable map from G j onto G j , and t → ψ j ( X j t ) is right continuous (as ψ j is continuous and t → X j t is right continuous). Thus, the following result is a direct consequence of [4, Corollary (13.7)]:
Lemma 5.3. The process X j := ψ j ( X j ), resulting from the state space mapping of X j by ψ j , is a right process on ψ j ( G j ) = G j with lifetime ζ j = ζ j = τ j .
Constructing X as Alternating Copies Process of
We apply the technique of [8] to define the process X obtained by forming alternating copies of X −1 and X +1 via the transfer kernels K −1 and K +1 , given by (5.3)
That is, the transfer kernels implement the following rules for j ∈ {−1, +1}:
s . For later use, we give the following combined formula of the above definitions for the transfer kernels K j , j ∈ {−1, +1}:
Proof. With probability 1, the process X j cannot realize τ j through a direct jump from any vertex v ∈ V j : Otherwise, this would imply P exists in e, ρ s (e) , e ∈ E j s , and
, that is, a transfer kernel.
Then, according to [8, Theorem 1.6], X is a right process on G = G −1 ∪ G +1 in case the following conditions hold true for all
We are preparing the proof of these equalities: By construction, we have
By using the definition of X j and observing that ϕ
The process X j was constructed by killing X j at τ j . Thus, by introducing the first exit times of X j from the shadow edges
Turning to the actual proof of (i) and (ii), let g ∈ G −1 ∩G +1 , that is, g = (i, x) for some i ∈ I s , x ∈ (0, ρ i ). Choose j ∈ {−1, +1} such that i ∈ I j s . By tracing X j back to X j and employing that the latter is a Brownian motion on G j , [6, Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.10] yield
and analogously
By the spatial homogeneity and reflection invariance of the one-dimensional Brownian motion B, we have
which proves the equality of (5.7) and (5.8), and thus concludes (i).
Coming to (ii), we will prove both assertions simultaneously, as they only differ in the initial process. Let j ∈ {−1, +1}. We start by reducing the first expectation to X j , and obtain with the help of equation (5.6) the identity
where (ψ
i , x) depending on whether i ∈ I j s or i ∈ I −j s . For all that follows, we define for any g ∈ G j the first hitting time H j g of the set {g} by the process X j . By the continuity of X j inside the edges, we see that P j (e j i ,y) -a.s. for any i ∈ I s , the relation
holds true with v := ∂(e j i ), so we have
But X −j is a Brownian motion on G −j , so [6, Corollary 2.10, Remark 2.9] together with ρ s (e
s . Next, we employ the same techniques as above in order to compute the righthand sides of (ii). Equations (5.5) and (5.6) give
for some other k = i. Thus, we have
and because ψ j maps e j i to i, the definition of the transfer kernel K j , which was summarized in equation (5.4), gives
s . Now, the first passage time formulas for the one-dimensional Brownian motion B (cf. [2, Section 1.7]) give
A comparison of the equations (5.9) and (5.10) then proves the equalities in (ii).
We have shown that the conditions of [8, Theorem 1.6] are fulfilled and thus have proved:
Lemma 5.5. The process X which is obtained by forming alternating copies of X −1 and X +1 via the transfer kernels K −1 and K +1 , as defined by equation (5.3), is a right process on G −1 ∪ G +1 = G.
5.6.
Proving that X is a Brownian Motion on G. As just seen, X is a right process and therefore a strong Markov process on G. In regard to [6, Theorem 2.5], it suffices to analyze the stopped resolvent and the exit behavior from any edge in order to show that X is indeed a Brownian motion on G:
Lemma 5.6. X is a Brownian motion on G.
Proof. For mutual edges i ∈ I s , we choose j ∈ {−1, +1} such that i ∈ I j s . Then we have X t = X j t for all t < τ j j and X R 1 ∈ ∂(i), P (i,x) -a.s., for the first revival time
holds true, and with equation (5.8) we get
For non-mutual edges l / ∈ I s , on the other hand, choose j ∈ {−1, +1} such that (l, x) ∈ G j . Then X j t = X j t holds for all t < τ j j , P (l,x) -a.s., and as X j is itself a Brownian motion on G j , the above identity follows immediately. Coming to the exit distribution from an edge, the identity
follows for edges l / ∈ I s from the corresponding property of X −1 or X +1 by [6, Theorem 2.5]. In case i ∈ I s , we choose j ∈ {−1, +1} with i ∈ I j s . By employing equations (5.9), (5.10) and H X = τ j j ∧R
1 P (i,x) -a.s., we get for all α > 0, h ∈ bB(G)
which results in for all small ε > 0. As we only have information on X j , we need to trace back the required data to these original processes. Fix v ∈ V and choose j ∈ {−1, +1} such that v ∈ V j , and let
Using the definition of X j and the isometric property of ψ j , we get for all ε > 0
By its definition, X j t = X j t holds for all t < τ j , and as
More precisely, we even get
Therefore, we see that for all ε < δ,
where we used that X j is a subprocess of X j with lifetime τ j , that is
We have thus shown: 
Thus, if v is not a trap, then τ j ε < +∞ holds P j v -a.s. for all sufficiently small ε > 0 (see [6, Lemma B.1]), and therefore τ ε < +∞ holds P v -a.s. as well. By using the notations of [6, Theorem 1.2] and backtracking X to X j , we compute for ε < δ, for all A ∈ B G\{v} :
where we naturally extend, here and in all that follows, the mapping ψ j :
because ψ j is an isometry with ψ j (v) = v, and as ν v ε G j \ G j = 0 holds due to the assumption (5.1). Renormalization yields, again because ψ is an isometry,
Next, introduce the topological subspaces G j \{v} of G j \{v} and G j \{v} of G\{v}, and consider the continuous extension of ψ j : G j → G j to ψ j : G j \{v} → G\{v}.
Continuity of ψ j dictates that the new points G j \{v}\ G j are mapped to We are now ready to compute the Feller-Wentzell data of the glued process X, thus completing the proof of Theorem 5.1:
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We have already proved in Lemma 5.6 that X is a Brownian motion on G. It remains to compute the Feller-Wentzell data of X by employing Lemma 5.9. To this end, let v ∈ V and choose j ∈ {−1, +1} such that v ∈ V j . The killing parameters are given by 
